Firenock Review by Mike Smyser, 8th September 2008
Firenock GSH, GST (SU)
I was interested in a light up nock for a big hunt I
have. I read several reviews and sent an email to
I shot tonight late and they helped extend my
firenock with a couple of questions. My questions were practice time. With one in the center of my block I shoot
answered and I also received a phone call from Dorge well into the dim sunset. I was shooting at 50 and 60
who was very helpful.
yards in my horse arena. A neighbor came by and
watched for a while. It is really cool to watch them fly. I
I placed my order on Wednesday and awaited my think it will also help to pick up any erratic arrow flight.
order. I received my order Friday and was very excited
to try them. I arrived home late that night and put a
I would definitely recommend this product. I think
couple together. The packaging and parts all seemed to the quality is excellent and they work perfect every time
be top quality. The nocks went together without a hitch. as advertised. I ordered more of the hunting nocks and
The O ring that goes on the unit did not fit snug inside only one practice (target circuit). In hind sight the
the shaft of my Gold tip XT. I am not sure if they need practice nocks are nice you do not have to turn them off.
to, or I just need a larger size. The nocks fit snug and I I shoot a lot almost every day if I am getting ready for a
was ready to give them a try.
hunt. I was assured by Dorge if I have any problems
even if I Robin Hood one I can send it in for $10 I will get
It was 10 pm so I pointed a flashlight on my block a new one. I think in the long haul they will be a far
target about 30 yards away. I could see my pins from better value than some of the cheaper brands. I always
the porch light. I shot several times, they worked perfect go for quality and seldom regret it. I have purchased
every time. It was really cool looking at night. They cheaper end products and it seems I always regret it and
looked like a laser shooting.
end up spending more in replacements.
I tried them again the next afternoon at about 2pm.
If you are looking at getting some light up nocks
It was a very bright sunny day in Az. During the bright you will not be disappointed with firenock.
sunlight shooting the red nocks was difficult to see much
Good luck and good hunting
difference. Granted hunting shots will almost never be in
bright sunlight in the middle of the day.
Mike Smyser
I put some of the practice nocks with weights on
and a white target nock. I have shot several times with
this configuration. When shooting any time except with
the sun directly above I could easily see the nock. They
work great and make practice more fun. The weighted
nocks impact the same as the lighted nocks.
note: Mike have order a special pack that have 5 hunting circuit and only 1 target circuit (a special SU pack I made for him)

